Rapid Quote

SERVICES

Get a quote in 24 hours.

Need a prototype? Low volume
production order? We can help.

Prototypes

1

We develop high quality
plastic injection molded
prototypes that help
customers validate their
product design.

Guaranteed Quality
Our proven and trusted quality
will save you the risk of losing
money on low quality parts.

Injection Molds
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Our unique steel prototype
tooling is a cost-effective
way to manufacture
functional prototypes and
low quantity production
parts.

Low Volume
Production
Customers can use our
affordable solution to
bridge the gap between
prototype and production.

Engineering Support
We'll help you find the best solutions
for your specific project needs.

Engineering Resource Center
N116 W18111 Morse Drive
Germantown, WI 53022
www.engineeringresourcecenter.com

COST-EFFECTIVE TOOLING
Our Modular Tooling System makes it
possible for customers to get production
quality prototypes without compromising
on critical design features.

WE'RE NOT
YOUR
TYPICAL
PROTOTYPE
SHOP
While other shops focus on making
parts as quick & cheap as possible, we
focus on quality.

EXPERT ENGINEERS
Our engineers aren't just intelligent,
they're fun to work with. They also keep it
casual. No stuffy meetings or annoying
sales tactics here.

That's because our prototypes make a
difference in products that are used by
millions of people every day. We help
develop high quality plastic injection
molded prototypes for a variety of
customers and industries - from
inventors with small crowdfunding
projects to leading brand companies.

ARE YOU SUFFERING FROM
PROTOTYPE BUYERS
REMORSE?
Have you ever...
Tried submitting a design to an
online prototyping service and
kept getting error messages but
no guidance?
Received faulty, inconsistent or
otherwise unusable parts from a
rapid prototyping service?
Had to pause or shut down a
project due to high tooling costs or
increasing part prices?
If you answered YES to any of these
questions, it's time to give The ERC a
chance. We're here to take the risk
out of prototyping. Perfect plastic
parts guaranteed.
Get a Rapid Quote on our website:
www.engineeringresourcecenter.com/rapid-quote

TAKE THE RISK OUT
FLAWLESS PARTS
When you need components for product
testing, you can't risk faulty parts. You
can always count on receiving quality
plastic parts from The ERC.

OF PROTOYPING.

